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Executive Summary

A regionwide network screening was performed to determine high-crash intersections based on safety criteria (crash
frequency, rate, and severity) and local preference. As a result, Intersection Safety Assessments were conducted at
nine intersections within Waller County to observe safety issues and recommend improvements. Intersection Safety
Assessments were conducted in accordance with the FHWA’s eight-step RSA process (see Table 2-1). This report,
which briefly documents the ISA process and recommendations of the ISA team, has been prepared for Waller
County’s review. If requested, the project team will present ISA findings to Waller County staff, citizens, and elected
officials to explain recommended improvements and receive feedback from local stakeholders.
A summary of improvement benefits and costs, aggregated for
Short-term improvements (less than $50,000 per
all nine ISA locations, is provided as Table 1-1. Improvement
location) are expected to prevent five fatal or
benefits and costs, detailed by intersection, is provided as
incapacity injury crashes over the next 20 years.
Table 1-2. For short-term improvements, total crash reduction
benefits are estimated to be approximately $20,000,000 with an estimated construction cost of $400,000, resulting in
a benefit-cost ratio of nearly 50. Short-term improvements are expected to prevent five fatal or incapacity injury
crashes over the next 20 years. Short-term improvement cost is less than $50,000 per location. Therefore, similar
improvements could be implemented at 400 locations within the County and maintain a B/C ratio greater than 1.0.
Approximately half of safety benefits are associated with improvements at Woods Road @ US 90 which reported
three incapacitating injury crashes and three non-incapacitating injury crashes within the five-year study period. A
summary of recommended improvements, grouped by implementation timeframe, is provided as Table 1-3.
Additional details on recommended improvements and benefit-cost estimates are provided within each intersectionspecific chapter.
Table 1-1 – Summary of Total Improvement Benefits and Costs
Preventable
1
Timeframe
Annual Savings Safety Benefits Project Cost 2
B/C
Crash Cost
Short
$30,000,000
$1,834,450
$19,892,195
$403,000
49.36
Mid
$17,920,000
$1,552,870
$13,254,069
$1,937,000
6.84
Long
$2,600,000
$283,920
$2,414,678
$155,000
15.58
Notes:
1
Timeframes are defined as short-term (1-4 years), mid-term (5-9 years), and long-term (10+ years)
2
Project cost not estimated at all intersections
Table 1-2 – Summary of Improvement Benefits and Costs (by Intersection)
Preventable
Annual
Safety
Project
ISA_ID
Time
Crash Cost
Savings
Benefits
Cost 1
Short
$12,660,000
$1,213,564
$10,326,434
$56,000
Woods Road
@ US 90
Mid
$12,660,000
$1,295,950
$11,021,700
$550,000
Short
$4,740,000
$254,660
$2,165,807
$60,000
Morton Road
@ FM 2855
Mid
$520,000
$26,000
$221,117
$470,000
Short
$2,080,000
$119,600
$834,202
$113,000
Morrison Road/ FM 2855
@ FM 529
Mid
$3,700,000
$185,000
$1,573,359
$192,000
Short
$520,000
$40,671
$251,411
$21,000
Wilson Road/
FM 529
Mid
$520,000
$32,500
$276,413
$420,000
@ FM 362
Long
$520,000
$64,480
$548,399
Not Estimated1
Short
$520,000
$46,794
$251,243
$44,000
Hegar Road @ Magnolia
Road
Mid
$520,000
$13,420
$161,481
$107,000
Riley Road
Short
No Crashes Reported
$21,000
@ Stone Bridge Parkway
Short
$1,560,000
$113,269
$1,129,971
$27,000
Hegar Road
Mid
No Preventable Crashes
$21,000
@ FM 1488
Long
$1,560,000
$193,440
$1,645,163
Not Estimated1
Short
$520,000
$26,780
$227,756
$19,000
Wyatt Chapel Road
Mid
No Preventable Crashes
$177,000
@ FM 1488
Long
$520,000
$26,000
$221,117
$155,000
Old Houston Highway
Short
$7,400,000
$19,113
$4,705,371
$42,000
@ Blinka Road
1
2
Notes: Project cost not estimated
B/C not calculated
Executive Summary

B/C
184.40
20.04
36.10
0.47
7.38
8.19
11.97
0.66
## 2
5.71
1.51
## 2
41.85
0.00
## 2
11.99
## 2
1.43
112.03
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Table 1-3 - Summary of Recommended Improvements
Recommended Improvements

Intersection 1
Woods Road
@ US 90
B: $10,326,434
C: $56,000
B/C: 184.40

Morton Road
@ FM 2855
B: $2,165,807
C: $60,000
B/C: 36.10

Morrison
Road/
FM 2855
@ FM 529
B: $834,202
C: $113,000
B/C: 7.38

Wilson Road/
FM 529
@ FM 362
B: $251,411
C: $21,000
B/C: 11.97

Hegar Road @
Magnolia
Road
B: $251,243
C: $44,000
B/C: 5.71

Riley Road
@ Stone
Bridge
Parkway
B: 0
C: $21,000
B/C: - N/A

Short-Term
· Install two advanced intersection warning signs on each
of the US 90 approaches
· Apply high friction surface treatment
· Install safety lighting at intersection
· Increase radius (50' min) of SWC and SEC to
accommodate truck turning movements
· Relocate stop sign
· Refresh RPMS along US 90 to increase conspicuity of
intersection
Short-Term
· Install Intersection Collision Warning System (ICWS)
which dynamically alerts the uncontrolled approach of
a vehicle at the stop-controlled approach.
· Install safety lighting at intersection
· Move EB stop bar closer to edge of travel way
· Remove real estate signs on NW corner
· Add “Cross Traffic Does Not Stop” plaque to stop
signs on EB & WB approaches

· Refresh striping for WB left-turn bay
· Replace speed limit sign on Woods Rd with larger sign

Short-Term
· Install additional (doubled up) stop ahead warning
signs on left side of NB and SB approaches ; install
additional (doubled up) stop sign left side of NB and
SB approaches
· Install intersection warning signs on uncontrolled EB
and WB approaches
· Replace existing NB stop sign
· Refresh striping for WB left-turn lane
· Extend WB left-turn lane
· Stripe EB left-turn lane with RPMs
· Install overhead flashing beacon
· Install safety lighting at intersection
Short-Term
· Upgrade to LED-embedded flashing chevrons
· Add cat tracks to clarify NBT movement
· Relocate WB stop sign
· Install guardrail to prevent sideswipe or relocate signal
poles
· Relocate signal cabinet and private signs
Mid-Term
· If warranted, install traffic signal. Consider additional
nearside signal heads for southbound approach and
how LED-embedded flashing chevrons may interfere
with signal indication
Short-Term
· Move stop bar forward 15' (to be 20' from travel way)
· Add top-mounted flashers to existing “Stop Ahead”
sign on WB approach (include reflective stripes on sign
post)
· Install transverse rumble strips (two sets) on WB
approach
· Install stop on WB approach with top-mounted flashers
(include reflective stripes on sign post)
· Refresh pavement markings on WB Approach
· Mill & overlay pavement on WB approach within 150’
of intersection (recent overlay along Hegar Road);
extend base on SEC for truck turning
Short-Term
· Install 36” stop sign on breakaway post
· Install “Double Arrow” warning sign (W1-7T) opposite
Riley Road
· Add wayfinding signs for intersecting roadway on
Riley Rd ahead of Stone Bridge Pkwy
· Add advanced intersection warning sign for EB
approach of Riley Rd
· Add roadway lighting

Mid-Term
· Widen shoulder on W leg of intersection or Construct
an EB right-turn deceleration lane
· Extend culvert on SW corner
· Increase radius on SW and SE corners

Mid-Term
· Provide a two-lane NB approach along Woods Road
· Install traffic signal
Long-Term
· Relocate rail crossing

· Add object markers to culverts on E and W legs of
intersection
· Add retroreflective backplates and increase height of
flashing beacon signal heads
· Replace/maintain existing rumble strips on EB and WB
approaches
Mid-Term
· Widen roadway to provide NB and SB dedicated leftturn lanes

Long-Term
· TxDOT plans to widen FM 529. Consider future
widening in placement of flashing beacon signal poles,
illumination, and other short- and mid-term
improvements

Long-Term
· Construct roundabout. Consider roundabout only if
traffic signal isn’t warranted and future
volumes/widening can be accommodated by
roundabout.
· Consider future widening in placement of traffic signal
poles.
· Corner clip to improve sight distance (sight distance is
a concern only if a traffic signal is not
warranted/installed)
· Install Type 1-C RPMs along edgeline on WB
approach; stripe edgeline for NBR turning vehicles
· Add object markers for pipe on east leg
· Install intersection Warning Sign on NB Approach
· Install oversized “Double Arrow” warning sign (W17T) opposite Magnolia Road with three supplemental
chevrons on each side of sign
Mid-Term
· Install overhead flashing beacon
· Install solar-powered safety lighting

· Add stop bar pavement markings
· Replace transverse rumble strips on WB approach
· Mow ditch on northeast corner of intersection and trim
trees along Riley Rd
· Add object marker to tree within median on Stone
Bridge Pkwy
· Targeted enforcement of speed limit on Riley Rd
Long-Term
· Flatten vertical curve to improve sight distance

Notes: 1 Benefit (B), Cost (C), and Benefit-Cost Ratio (B/C) are reported only for short-term improvements

Executive Summary
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Table 1-1 - Summary of Recommended Improvements (Continued)
Intersection

Recommended Improvements

1

Hegar Road
@ FM 1488
B: $1,129,971
C: $27,000
B/C: 41.85

Wyatt
Chapel
Road
@ FM 1488
B: $227,756
C: $19,000
B/C: 11.99
Old
Houston
Highway
@ Blinka
Road
B: $4,705,371
C: $42,000
B/C: 112

Short-Term
· Install intersection safety lighting
· Install object markers for culverts on NEC, SWC, and
SEC
· Add street name sign and cross traffic does not stop
plaque to SB stop sign
· Add retroreflective tape to stop sign 4’ above road surface
· Replace centerline RPMs on SB approach
· Relocate NB stop sign to be located closer to the roadside

· Restripe radius (with RPMs) on south leg to increase
shoulder width Install wayfinding signs for Hegar Rd/
Bowler Rd on FM 1488
· Add striping for EB LTL

Short-Term
· Add intersection warning signs to EB and WB approaches
· Remove cottonwood tree on SWC
· Trim oak tree on SWC
· Move NB stop bar closer to FM 1488
· Repair and extend guard rail on WB approach to Wyatt
Chapel Rd with and install end treatment

Mid-Term
· Clean out ditch/culvert and improve culvert to include
additional 4’x6’ Boxes
· Extend culvert and widen shoulder on EB approach;
improve radius on SWC to increase EB right-turning
speed

Short-Term
· Extend roadway lighting on US 290B to provide
intersection safety lighting
· Add truck crossing warning sign (W11-10) at EB and WB
approaches of US 290B
· Trim trees on E leg of US 290B
· Add object markers to culverts on Blinka Rd/ James Muse
Pkwy
· Improve radii on all corners of Old Houston Hwy at
Blinka Rd
· Refresh intersection pavement markings (stop bars and
centerline) at Old Houston Hwy @ Blinka Rd

Mid-Term
· Install intersection collision warning system
Long-Term
· Close driveway on east leg of intersection
· Consider roundabout

Long-Term
· Construct RT deceleration lane
· Refresh stop bars at railroad crossing and add “Do Not
Stop On Tracks” regulatory sign (R8-8) for NB
approach of Blinka Rd
· Install advanced wayfinding signage on US 290B
· Install oversized stop sign with “Cross Traffic Does
Not Stop” plaque for NB Approach of Blinka Rd at US
290B
· Install “Traffic Does Not Stop” (W4-aP and W4-aP
series) plaque on stop signs at EB, WB, and NB
approaches

Notes: 1 Benefit (B), Cost (C), and Benefit-Cost Ratio (B/C) are reported only for short-term improvements
ISA Implementation
Implementation of ISA recommendations should be incorporated into Waller County’s ongoing efforts to improve
safety. Actions to implement ISA recommendations and improve intersection safety are provided as Table 1-4. To
supplement implementation of ISA recommendations, Waller County should continue to systemically implement lowcost countermeasures at rural intersections to improve safety countywide (building on previously implemented LRSP
recommendations).
Table 1-4 – ISA Implementation Plan
ISA Location
Action
Woods Rd @ US 90
Complete TIP application to improve intersection, relocate rail crossing, and widen
Woods Road between I-10 and US 90
Morton Rd
Complete HSIP application to widen FM 2855 and install intersection collision warning
@ FM 2855
system
FM 529 @ FM 2855
Coordinate with TxDOT to incorporate ISA recommendations into FM 529 schematic
and
and discuss feasibility of constructing intersection safety improvements prior to roadway
FM 529 @ FM 362
widening.
Hegar Rd @
Include signing and striping improvements into County-funded improvements to Hegar
Magnolia Rd
Road. Alternatively, complete HSIP application for intersection safety improvements.
Riley Rd @ Stone
County Transportation Department to fund low-cost, short-term intersection
Bridge Pkwy
improvements. Continue to monitor intersection crash history.
Hegar Rd @
Coordinate with TxDOT to incorporate ISA recommendations into FM 1488 planning
FM 1488 and
and schematic development. and discuss feasibility of constructing intersection safety
Wyatt Chapel Rd @
improvements prior to roadway widening. Alternatively, complete HSIP application for
FM 1488
intersection safety improvements (ICWS and deceleration lane).
Old Houston Hwy @ County Transportation Department to fund low-cost, short-term intersection
Blinka Rd
improvements.
Countywide
Update Waller County design standards to include low-cost countermeasures such as
backplates with reflective borders
Countywide
Conduct targeted enforcement along roadways with a history of excessive speed such as
Riley Road
Executive Summary
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2 Intersection Safety Assessment Process
2.1
Background
In August 2018, the Transportation Policy Council of the HoustonWithin the region, nearly 40% of
Galveston Area Council (H-GAC) adopted the Regional Safety Plan. This
all crashes and more than 25% of
plan characterized crash history in the Houston-Galveston region and
fatalities occur at intersections.
developed action plans to improve safety. Five crash categories, including
intersection crashes, were identified which account for most fatalities and
serious injuries within the Houston-Galveston region. On average, intersection crashes represent nearly 40% of all
crashes and more than 25% of fatalities within the region. In 2021, H-GAC staff analyzed crash data and worked with
local jurisdictions to identify nine intersections within Waller County. Kimley-Horn was contracted by H-GAC to
conduct Intersection Safety Assessments (ISAs) at these locations, diagnose safety issues, and recommend short-, mid,
and long-term improvements.
2.2
Overview
Waller ISAs will follow Road Safety Audit (RSA) procedures per Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
guidelines (provided as an Appendix). An RSA is defined as “a formal safety performance examination of an existing
or future road or inter-section by an independent audit team. It qualitatively estimates and reports on potential road
safety issues and identifies opportunities for improvements in safety for all road users.”
ISA locations and the ISA team were selected based on a network screening and collaborative efforts between H-GAC
staff, Waller County representatives, and the consultant team. ISA team members attended a pre-assessment meeting
to discuss roles, responsibilities, and logistics of ISA field reviews, as well as examine intersection characteristics
(roadway, volume, and crash history) for each ISA location. Field reviews included walking each ISA location as a
team and documenting observations. A post-assessment meeting was conducted shortly after the field reviews to
discuss, consolidate, and prioritize ISA observations and recommendations. Pre- and post-assessment meeting notes
are provided as an Appendix. A list of ISA process milestones is provided as Table 2-1. A list of ISA team members,
which indicates member attendance at field reviews, is provided as Table 2-2.
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1

Table 2-1 – ISA Process
Milestone
Identify project or road in-service to be assessed.
Select ISA team.
Conduct a pre-assessment meeting to review locations.
Perform field observations under various conditions.
Conduct assessment analysis and prepare report of findings.
Present assessment findings to Project Owner/Design Team.
Project Owner/Design Team prepares formal response.
Incorporate findings into the project when appropriate.

Participants
H-GAC and WC 1
H-GAC and WC 1
ISA Team
ISA Team
ISA Team
Consultant Team
WC 1
WC 1

Date
Summer 2021
Fall 2021
10/19 & 10/20
10/19 & 10/20
10/19 & 10/20
2/18/22
TBD
TBD

WC = Waller County

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2-2 – ISA Team
Organization
Name
H-GAC
David Fink
Waller County Engineering
Yancy Scott
Waller County Engineering
Jared Chen
Waller County Precinct 4 Commissioner
Justin Beckendorff
Kimley-Horn
Payton Arens
Kimley-Horn
Dan Malsom
Kimley-Horn
Nick Beckman
Kimley-Horn
Kendall Nunez
TTI
Robert Benz
Gradient Group, LLC
Mustafa Almarzooq

Intersection Safety Assessment Process

10/19
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

10/20
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
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2.3
Field Reviews
Field reviews included walking each ISA location and documenting observations of traffic operations, road user
behavior, and intersection geometry. Observations which indicate a possible safety concern were documented using
handouts. While in the field, improvements were sketched on aerials and ArcGIS Field Maps was used to organize
photos. Field notes and photo catalogs are provided as an Appendix. ISA field review logistics are provided as Table
2-3 and Table 2-4.
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
1

Time
8:00am
9:30am
10:30am
11:30am
12:30pm
1:30pm

Table 2-3 – South Waller Schedule (10/19)
Location
Waller County Precinct 4 Annex Building
Woods Rd @ US 90
Morton Rd @ FM 2855
Morrison @ FM 529
Wilson Rd @ FM 362 (FM 529)
Waller County Precinct 4 Annex Building

Event
Pre-Assessment Meeting
Field Review
Field Review (postponed)
Field Review
Field Review
Post-Assessment Meeting

Field Review of Morton Rd @ FM 2855 was postponed due to closure for emergency vehicle staging on the morning of 10/19.

Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arrival
8:00am
8:45am
10:00am
11:00am
12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm

Table 2-4 – North Waller Schedule (10/20)
Location
The Clubs at Houston Oaks
Hegar Rd @ Magnolia Rd
Riley Rd @ Stone Bridge Pkwy
FM 1488 at Heger Rd
Hempstead Seafood & Steak Restaurant
Wyatt Chapel Rd @ FM 1488
Old Houston Hwy @ Blinka Rd
The Clubs at Houston Oaks

Photo 2-1 – ISA Team at Day 2 Post-Assessment
Meeting

Intersection Safety Assessment Process

Event
Pre-Assessment Meeting
Field Review
Field Review
Field Review
Lunch
Field Review
Field Review
Post-Assessment Meeting

Photo 2-2 – ISA Team at
Woods Rd @ US 90
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3 Benefit-Cost Analysis Methodology
3.1
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Benefit-cost ratios (B/C) indicate the cost effectiveness of a project. Benefits (B) are the monetized value of annual
savings in preventable crash costs, reported in present value. Costs (C) primarily refer to construction cost. While B/C
does not establish the need (or lack of need) for a project, it can be a useful tool for comparison and prioritization of
projects. Benefit-cost ratios (B/C) of short-term improvements are provided in the Executive Summary. The
following sections briefly describe ISA methodology to project benefits and costs; detailed ISA methodology and
sample calculations are provided as an Appendix.
3.2
HSIP Guidance
Because TxDOT’s Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) is the most accessible mechanism for funding
recommended improvements, ISA benefit calculations are based on TxDOT’s HSIP methodology1 published
September 2021. Intersection improvements were recommended by the ISA team during the post-assessment meeting.
Appendix B of 2021 HSIP guidance lists “work codes” that correspond to various safety improvement projects; where
applicable, ISA improvements were annotated with HSIP work codes. For each work code, TxDOT-prescribed values
(crash reduction factor, service life, maintenance cost, and preventable crash types) are used to monetize safety
benefits. Key assumptions of ISA safety-benefit calculations are as follows:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Benefits are defined as present worth of annual savings over its service life.
Benefits were only calculated for improvements with corresponding HSIP work codes.
Simplified equations were used to calculate the crash reduction factor, service life, and annual maintenance
cost of projects with multiple HSIP work codes.
Annual savings in preventable crash costs are equal to crash cost savings per year less annual maintenance
costs.
Preventable crashes were determined based on 5 years of crash data (as compared to 3 years per HSIP
methodology).
Crash costs are calculated on a per-crash basis (as compared to a per-person basis).

3.3
Annual Savings
In short, the monetary benefit of a safety improvement is equal to the cost of crashes prevented by the improvement.
Costs of fatal and injury crashes are monetized by the National Safety Council and include wage losses, medical
expenses, motor-vehicle damage, and value of lost quality of life. These crash costs are the basis of TxDOT crash
costs and are provided below:
The monetary benefit of a safety
$3,700,000
(K) Fatal crash
improvement is equal to the cost of crashes
$3,700,000
(A) Incapacitating Injury Crash
prevented by the improvement.
$520,000
(B) Non-Incapacitating Injury Crash
Annual savings (S) in preventable crash costs are calculated (Equation 3-1) based on intersection crash history and
TxDOT-prescribed values of crash reduction (R) and maintenance cost (M).
Equation 3-1 – Formula for Annual Savings
=

(

+

)

−

Before using the above formulas to calculate annual savings, proposed improvements must be translated into “work
codes.” Appendix B of HSIP guidance lists “work codes” that correspond to various kinds of safety improvements.
For each work code, TxDOT-prescribed values (crash reduction factor, service life, maintenance cost, and preventable
crash types) are used to monetize safety benefits. For example, TxDOT’s description of flashing stop sign (work
code 145) is provided as Table 3-1.

1

TxDOT’s Highway Safety Improvement Program guidelines (year 2021)
Benefit-Cost Analysis Methodology
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Work Code: 145
Definition:
R – Reduction Factor (%):
L – Service Life (Years):
M – Maintenance Cost:
Preventable Crash:
CRIS Logic:

Table 3-1 – Work Code Description Sample
Flashing or LED-embedded Stop Signs
Install LED stop signs or top-mounted flashers on existing stop signs at
intersections where only standard stop signs are present.
10%
10
$1,300 per roadside assembly
Prevents intersection-related crashes which involved two motor vehicles
approaching at an angle.
(Intersection Related = 1 or 2) AND (Vehicle Movements/Manner of Collision =
10-19)

3.4
Safety Benefits
HSIP guidance defines safety benefits as “present worth of project benefits over its service life” and provides a formula
(Equation 3-2) to amortize benefits of improvements. Annual change in crash cost savings (Q) accounts for an
adjustment in ‘exposure’ due to increased volume on the roadway over the project’s service life. The formula for
project benefits uses the Q adjustment as well as a discount rate (6% per HSIP methodology) to calculate present
worth of project benefits over the service life of a project.
Equation 3-2 – Formula for Project Benefits
1
+2

=

1
+2

+

1.06

+ ( − 1)

(1.06)

The first part of the ‘Project Benefits’ formula (see blue border) calculates annual savings in preventable crash
costs (S) during the first year after construction. The second part of the formula (see red border) calculates annual
savings for any additional years after construction (i) through the service life of the project (L). For example, flashing
stop signs (work code 145) are proposed at an intersection with two B-type right-angles crashes (Project #1).
Figure 3-1 illustrates the annual savings over Project #1’s service life.
Figure 3-1 – Present Value of Annual Savings
Year (i)

Annual Savings

in Preventable Crash Costs

$20,000
$18,000
$16,000
$14,000
$12,000
1

2

3

4

5

6

Year (i)

7

8

9

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total (B)

Annual
Savings (S)
$18,713
$18,250
$17,780
$17,305
$16,827
$16,347
$15,868
$15,390
$14,916
$14,446
$165,854

The present value of a project’s annual savings (S) decrease over time due to the time value of money (see
Figure 3-1). Annual savings (in each given year) consider maintenance cost, traffic volume growth, and discount
rate. The present worth of project benefits over its service life (B) is
The present worth of project benefits over
the amortized sum of annual savings (S). Benefits (B) for
its service life (B) is the amortized sum of
Project #1 are $165,854. A summary of the benefit calculation for
annual
savings (S).
Project #1 is provided as Table 3-2.

Benefit-Cost Analysis Methodology
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HSIP-Approved
Improvement(s)
· Flashing or LEDembedded Stop Signs

Table 3-2 – Benefit Calculation (Example)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 14979556
· 10% – Crash Reduction Factor (R)
B – 17975722
· 10 Years – Service Life (L)
· 1,911 – Future ADT
· $1,300 – Maintenance Cost (M)

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
(B) $165,854
· Annual Savings:
(S) $19,500

3.5
Improvement Construction Cost Estimates
Planning-level construction costs were estimated for short-term, mid-term and long-term safety improvements using
TxDOT Houston district’s average bid prices. For purposes of this report, short-term is defined as 1-4 years, mid-term
is defined as 5-9 years, and long-term is defined as 10+ years. A summary of improvement costs per intersection is
provided as Table 3-3. No preliminary engineering nor itemized quantities were completed to estimate improvement
costs. Instead, costs are planning level and intended to represent an approximate, average construction cost across a
range of locations. The actual construction cost will depend on local material/construction costs, size of the project,
mobilization costs, and other factors. Improvement cost details are provided as an Appendix.
Intersection
Woods Rd @ US 90
Morton Rd @ FM 2855
Morrison Rd @ FM 529
FM 529/Wilson Rd @ FM 362
Hegar Rd @ Magnolia Rd
Riley Rd @ Stone Bridge Pkwy
Hegar Rd @ FM 1488
Wyatt Chapel Rd at FM 1488
Old Houston Hwy @ Blinka Rd

Table 3-3 – Summary of Improvement Costs
Short 1
Mid 2
$56,000
$550,000
$60,000
$470,000
$113,000
$192,000
$21,000
$420,000
$44,000
$107,000
$21,000
$$27,000
$21,000
$19,000
$177,000
$42,000
$Total $403,000
$1,937,000

Long 3
$$$Not Estimated
$$Not Estimated
$155,000
$$155,000

Total
$606,000
$530,000
$305,000
$441,000
$151,000
$21,000
$48,000
$351,000
$42,000
$2,495,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
3
Cost is often not estimated for long-term improvements; when estimated, cost includes 40% contingency

Benefit-Cost Analysis Methodology
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4 Intersection Overview
4.1
Intersection Locations
Nine intersections within unincorporated Waller County were selected based on safety criteria and local preference.
In the five-year period from 2016-2020, one fatality occurred at Morton Road @ FM 2855 and one fatality occurred
at Morrison Road @ FM 529. A summary of intersection characteristics is provided as Table 4-1 and an overview
map is provided as Figure 4-1.
Table 4-1 – General Intersection Characteristics
Intersection

Control

Crash
Count

Crash
Rate 1

KCrash
Count

Woods Rd @ US 90
TWSC
21
120
Morton Rd @ FM 2855
TWSC
27
166
1
Morrison Rd @ FM 529
TWSC
20
137
1
FM 529/Wilson Rd @ FM 362
TWSC
6
53
Hegar Rd @ Magnolia Rd
TWSC
7
74
Riley Rd @ Stone Bridge Pkwy
TWSC
0
Hegar Rd @ FM 1488
TWSC
22
165
Wyatt Chapel Rd at FM 1488
TWSC
8
115
Old Houston Hwy @ Blinka Rd
AWSC
17
186
Notes:
1
Crash Rate is expressed as crashes per 100 million entering vehicles (over a five-year period)
2
TEV is Total Entering Volume (Daily) based on 2021 average daily approach volumes
3
TEV estimated based on ADT at adjacent major intersections

ACrash
Count
3

2

TEV 2
9,581
8,891
7,978
6,165
5,190
2,624
7,319
3,815
5,0003

Figure 4-1 – Intersection Locations

Intersection Overview
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4.2
Roadway and Volume
Roadway and volume attributes include intersection functional classification, speed, average daily traffic (ADT), and
peak hour volume (PHV), as well as intersection lane assignments and traffic control. Field conditions, including
traffic signs, intersection geometry, lighting, and land uses, were confirmed during field review. Available data sources
such as TxDOT’s Roadway Inventory Database, TxDOT’s Traffic Count Database System, and H-GAC’s Activity
Connectivity Explorer were reviewed for available information. To supplement available data, 24-hour traffic volume
counts were collected at intersection approaches on 9/29/2021 and used to estimate intersection crash rates. Raw traffic
data is provided as an Appendix. As-built construction plans, maintenance logs, previous studies, roadway plans
(such as the FM 529 schematic) were requested from the maintaining agency. The Waller County Local Road Safety
Plan (excerpt below) was reviewed to understand county-wide crash patterns and previous efforts to improve safety
at a few ISA locations.
The Waller County Local Road Safety Plan (LRSP) is a comprehensive plan that uses targeted
countermeasures to reduce fatalities and serious injuries resulting from crashes that occur along
the roadway system in the County. Waller County developed the LRSP as a comprehensive effort
to determine the priority locations for investing the County’s safety project resources. As a safety
stakeholder for developing and implementing Texas’ SHSP, Waller County’s investment in
infrastructure, behavioral education, enforcement, and other transportation safety activities
supports the State’s vision of zero roadway deaths. Waller County is dedicated to transportation
safety efforts, and its mission is to ensure a safe and sustainable transportation system for all
motorized and non-motorized users on public roads throughout the County.
Source: Waller County Local Road Safety Plan Abstract, May 2019
4.3
Crash History
Historic crash data was obtained from TxDOT’s Crash
CRIS data was obtained for years 2016-2020.
Record Information System (CRIS) for years 2016-2020
Only crashes that occurred within 250’ of the
(five-year period). Only crashes that occurred within 250’ of
intersection’s center were considered.
the intersection’s center were considered as part of this
analysis.2 Crashes of all severities were considered and
reported using the KABCO scale (standard classification of crash severity). A summary of crash history at each
intersection is provided in Table 4-1. The crash rate was calculated by estimating total entering vehicles (TEV) over
a five-year period based on current ADTs.3 Number of deaths and injuries are reported on a per person basis, as
compared to a per crash basis, whereas the number of “non-motorized crashes” reflects crashes (not persons) that
included a pedestrian or a bicyclist. Detailed crash history characteristics are provided as Table 4-2. Intersectionspecific crash data summary figures and tables (crash severity, first harmful event, manner of collision, weather
condition, lighting condition, etc.) are included as an Appendix; key crash patterns are described in intersectionspecific ISA chapters.

2

For atypical intersections such as diamond interchanges, crashes that occurred within 250’ of the imaginary line
which connects the intersections’ centers were considered; crashes occurring within 250’ but along other roadways
(such as limited access facilities) were not considered.
3
No adjustment was made for historic volumes; 2021 ADTs are expected to be the average daily volume for the fiveyear period from 2016-2020.
Intersection Overview
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17

6

21

Non-Injury Count

38

54

33

13

9

45

15

28

1

1
1

(A) Incapacitating Injury

3

(B) Non-Incapacitating Injury

3

2

4

1

(C) Possible Injury

5

10

7

1

(O) Not Injured

10

(O) Unknown

2

13

8

4

1

5

1
5

1

7

3

2

14

5

7

5

2

2

2

2
5

1

2016

5

4

3

2017

3

7

5

2018

3

5

1

2

1

4

2019

6

5

6

2

2

6

3

1

7

1

4

2

19

6

14

4

2

1

2020

4

6

5

Motor Vehicle In Transport

21

24

19

Fixed Object

2

1

5

1

Parked Car

1

Overturned

1

2

1

1

Pedalcyclist
3

Angle - One Left Turn-One Stopped

1

17

2

13

1

4

1

1

1

2
1

Angle - One Straight-One Left Turn

3

Angle - One Straight-One Right Turn

3

1

1

1

1

OD Both Going Straight

1
1

OD One Straight-One Backing

1
4

3

OD One Straight-One Stopped

2

1
1

3

3

1

OMV Going Straight

1

1

OMV Turning Left

1

5

2

1

2

1

3

3

SD Both Going Straight-Sideswipe
SD One Straight-One Left Turn

1
1

2

2

1

SD One Straight-One Right Turn
SD One Straight-One Stopped
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3

1

OMV Turning Right
SD Both Going Straight-Rear End

1
2

11

Angle - One Right Turn-One Stopped

OD One Straight-One Left Turn

1

1

Angle - Both Going Straight

OD One Backing-One Stopped

4

1

Animal

Who/How:
Collision
Event

22

Injury Count

(C) Suspected Minor Injury

When: Date

Old Houston Hwy
@ Blinka Rd

1

Wyatt Chapel Rd
@ FM 1488

1

Hegar Rd
@ FM 1488

Hegar Rd @
Magnolia Rd
7

27

Riley Rd @
Stone Bridge Pkwy

FM 529/ Wilson Rd
@ FM 362
6

21

Death County

(K) Killed

What:
Severity

20

Morton Rd
@ FM 2855

What: Stats

Attribute
Crash Count

Woods Rd
@ US 90

Attribute
Category

Morrison Rd
@ FM 529

Table 4-2 – Crash History Characteristics (Part 1 of 3)

2
1

4

1
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Old Houston Hwy
@ Blinka Rd

Hegar Rd
@ FM 1488

Riley Rd @
Stone Bridge Pkwy

1

Wyatt Chapel Rd
@ FM 1488

1

Other (Explain in Narrative)

Hegar Rd @
Magnolia Rd

FM 529/ Wilson Rd
@ FM 362

Morrison Rd
@ FM 529

Attribute
None

Morton Rd
@ FM 2855

Attribute
Category

Woods Rd
@ US 90

Table 4-2 – Crash History Characteristics (Part 2 of 3)

1

1

2

1

Animal on Road - Domestic

1

Animal on Road - Wild
Backed Without Safety

1
1

1

1

Changed Lane When Unsafe

1

Disregard Stop Sign or Light

Why:
Contributing
Factor

1

Distraction in Vehicle

1

Driver Inattention

3

Drove Without Headlights

1

Failed to Control Speed
Failed to Yield Right of Way - Open
Intersection
Failed to Yield Right of Way - Stop Sign
Failed to Yield Right of Way - Turning
Left
Passed in No Passing Lane

5

Turned Improperly - Cut Corner on Left

1

3

1

4

2

1

2

2

1

1

5

13

6

2

3

2

4

2

1

2

5

2

9

3

3

1

2

3

2

1
1

1
1

1

Unsafe Speed

2

Wrong Side - Not Passing

1

Not Applicable

12

21

13

Attention Diverted from Driving
Construction-In Other Construction
Maintenance Area (Related to Crash)
Lost Control or Skidded (Icy or Slick
Road, Etc.)
One Vehicle Entering Driveway
Slowing/Stopping - For Officer, Flagman,
Or Traffic Control
Slowing/Stopping-For Traffic

4

3

2

Slowing/Stopping-To Make Left Turn
Swerved or Veered-Avoiding Vehicle
from Opp. Dir. in Wrong Lane
Swerved or Veered-Avoiding Vehicle
Entering Road
Vehicle Passing or Attempting to Pass on
Left
Vision Obstructed by Headlight or Sun
Glare
Vision Obstructed by Other Visual
Obstructions

1
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1

1

Under Influence - Alcohol

Why:
Additional
Factor

1

1

2

Turned Improperly - Wide Right
Turned When Unsafe

1

1

3

5

12

1

4

4

9
5

1
2

1

1
3

1

2

1

1

2

1
2
2

2

1

1
2
1
1

1
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1

4

Clear

13

17

15

4

Cloudy

6

7

2

1

Rain

2

3

1

1

6
1

6

Dry

16

24

19

Wet

5

3

1

16

7

10

3

1

5

3

20

23
3

Ditch

1

Hit Culvert-Headwall

17

1
6

6

19

7

16

1

2

1

1
17

5

2

14

6

1

1

2

1

4

2

1

Hit Fence
Hit Guardrail

1

Hit Highway Sign

1
1

1

Hit Tree, Shrub, Landscaping

1

Hit Utility Pole

1
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1

1

Overturned

Hit Other Fixed Object

7

2

Standing Water

How:
Object

10

1
1

Not Applicable

7
1

5

Dusk

Fog
Why:
Surface

15

1

Dark, Unknown Lighting

Why:
Weather

Old Houston Hwy
@ Blinka Rd

5

2

Wyatt Chapel Rd
@ FM 1488

Dark, Not Lighted

5

Hegar Rd
@ FM 1488

16

2

Riley Rd @
Stone Bridge Pkwy

24

1

Hegar Rd @
Magnolia Rd

14

Dark, Lighted

Attribute
Daylight

FM 529/ Wilson Rd
@ FM 362

Morrison Rd
@ FM 529

Why:
Lighting

Morton Rd
@ FM 2855

Attribute
Category

Woods Rd
@ US 90

Table 4-2 – Crash History Characteristics (Part 3 of 3)
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5 Woods Road @ US 90

4

3

2
5

1

Figure 5-1 – Existing Conditions
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2

3

4

5

 CLICK MAP LOCATION OR IMAGE ABOVE

Woods Road @ US 90
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5.1
Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Woods Rd at US 90 is a TWSC intersection within
unincorporated Waller County. A UPRR runs parallel to
US 90 on the north side of the roadway. The intersection
functions as an offset four-leg intersection with Woods
Rd forming the south leg and a railroad crossing located
approximately 90’ east of Woods Rd forming the north
leg. Intersection control includes stop signs on the NB
and SB approaches.
US 90 is a two–lane asphalt roadway with shoulders,
open ditch drainage and no sidewalks. At the intersection
Photo 5-1 – Trucks Queueing for in WB Left-Turn
Lane on US 90
with Woods Rd, US 90 widens to include a dedicated
WB left-turn lane. The posted speed limit along US 90 is
55 mph. Pavement along US 90 is generally in good condition; however, pavement at intersection radii has deteriorated
significantly due to inadequate turning radii for trucks. Raised pavement markings along US 90 appear to have been
broken off in many places.
Woods Rd is a two–lane asphalt roadway with open drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders. The posted speed limit
for Woods Rd south of US 90 is 35 mph. Roadway conditions for Woods Rd are poor. The asphalt surface is uneven
and pavement deterioration was observed. Pavement markings are worn, and no edge line striping is visible.
Conspicuity along US 90 is impaired due to adjacent warehouse lighting. Intersection lighting is limited to a luminaire
approximately 100’ south of the intersection. No WB intersection warning sign was observed and the EB warning
sign observed indicates a T-intersection with a railroad crossing and does not depict that northbound Woods Rd
intersects US 90.
High truck volumes were observed and reported at the
Heavy vehicles account for 30% of intersection
intersection, with heavy vehicle percentages ranging from 15%
volume, 20% of total crashes, and 33% of
on the EB approach to 30% on the NB approach. Current lane
severe injury crashes.
widths and turning radii are insufficient for truck turning. Trucks
overturned (entered into opposing traffic lanes) to make EBR
and NBR turn movements. To accommodate WBL turn movements, NB vehicles must stop prior to the stop bar. In
addition, WBL queues restricted visibility of WBT vehicles from the NB stop bar. During field reviews there was a
near-miss incident where an emergency vehicle passing the NB queue on the left (traveling in the opposing traffic
lane) almost collided with a WB left-turning truck.
The intersection experienced 21 crashes, including 3 injury A, three 3 injury B, 4 injury C, and 10 PDO crashes.
There were 9 angle, 5 left-turn, and 6 rear-end crashes. Most of the crashes involved NB and WB left-turning vehicles.
About a quarter of the crashes happened during the dark hours. Wet surface crashes accounted for five 5 crashes. 4
crashes (approximately 20%) and 1 injury A crash involve a commercial vehicle. Possible contributing factors include
driver inattention, driver unawareness of the presence of an intersection, and speeding.
5.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on
field review observations, local knowledge, and
intersection characteristics. Field observations,
recommended improvements, and planning-level costs
are provided as Table 5-1. Recommended
improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided
as Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4.

Woods Road @ US 90

Figure 5-2 – Collision Type
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Table 5-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
No (or inaccurate) advanced intersection
Install two advanced intersection warning
warning signs observed on US 90
signs on each of the US 90 approaches
Pattern of wet surface crashes.
Apply high friction surface treatment
Limited intersection lighting; pattern of darkInstall safety lighting at intersection
condition crashes.
Insufficient turning radius; observed turning
Increase radius (50' min) of SWC and SEC to
beyond intended receiving lane
accommodate truck turning movements
Stop sign on SB approach in radius, appears to Relocate stop sign
have been hit. Observed truck clipping sign.
RPMs along US 90 observed to be
Refresh RPMS along US 90 to increase
inconsistent.
conspicuity of intersection
Pavement markings worn
Refresh striping for WB left-turn bay
Substandard size of existing speed limit sign
Replace speed limit sign on Woods Rd with
larger sign
Traffic signal warranted (to be confirmed)
Install traffic signal
Observed long queue for NB vehicles leading
Provide a two-lane NB approach along
to unsafe maneuvers
Woods Road
Offset geometry and heavy truck traffic
Relocate rail crossing
Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2

Time
Short

Code
128

Short
Short

303
305

Short

524

Short

A

Short

B

Short
Short

C
D

Mid
Mid

107
519

Long 3

508
$56,000
$550,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
3
Cost not estimated for long-term improvements (10+ year timeframe)
5.3
Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 5-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $1,215,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is approximately
$10,000,000. For mid-term improvements a summary is provided as Table 5-3, the estimated annual savings and
benefits are comparable to short-term improvements. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are
provided as an Appendix.
Table 5-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
HSIP-Approved
Preventable
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Improvement(s)
Crash IDs
A – 15405418
· Install Advanced Intersection · 48% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
A – 17167742
Warning Signs
· 10.25 Years – Service Life (avg.)
A – 17705310
· Apply High Friction Surface · 12,972 – Future ADT
B – 14979947
Treatment
· $37 – Annual Maintenance Cost
B – 15499646
· Safety Lighting at
(avg.)
B – 17643027
Intersection
· Increase Turning Radius
HSIP-Approved
Improvement(s)
· Install Traffic Signal
· Construct Left Turn Lane

Woods Road @ US 90

Table 5-3 – Improvement Benefits (Mid-Term)
Preventable
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Crash IDs
A – 15405418
· 51% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
A – 17167742
· 10 Years – Service Life (avg.)
A – 17705310
· 12,972 – Future ADT
B – 14979947
· $1,700 – Annual Maintenance Cost
B – 15499646
(avg.)
B – 17643027

Benefit Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$10,326,434
· Annual Savings:
$1,213,564

Benefit Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$11,021,700
· Annual Savings:
$1,295,950
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6 Morton Road @ FM 2855
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2

Figure 6-1 – Existing Conditions
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 CLICK MAP LOCATION OR IMAGE ABOVE

Morton Road @ FM 28
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6.1
Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Morton Rd at FM 2855 is a TWSC three-leg intersection
within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection control
includes stop signs for the EB and WB approaches of
Morton Rd enhanced by flashing beacon control.
FM 2855 is a two–lane asphalt roadway with open drainage
and no sidewalks or shoulders. The posted speed limit along
FM 2855 is 60 mph. Roadway conditions are fair to poor,
with some pavement wear and faded striping visible.
Morton Rd is a two–lane asphalt roadway with open
drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders. The posted speed
limit for Morton Rd is 45 mph. Roadway conditions for
Photo 6-1 – Flashing Beacon Control at
Morton Rd at the intersection are poor, with visible
Morton Rd @ FM 2855
pavement wear and cracking and faded striping. No edge
markings are visible at the radii and the pavement is deteriorating at intersection corners.
Intersection safety lighting is provided by luminaires on the NW and SE corners of the intersection mounted on the
span wire poles. Both EB and WB approaches have transverse rumble strips and advance stop ahead signs
supplemented with flashing beacons. The NB approach has an intersection warning sign. No intersection warning
sign was observed on the SB approach. East and west approach vehicles may not have unobstructed views due to the
presence of utilities and trees/shrubs. On the day of the field reviews this intersection was used as a staging area for
emergency response for a nearby plane crash. A separate field review was conducted by the consultant.
There was a total of 27 reported crashes, including 1 fatal crash, 2
There were 17 angle crashes, including the
Injury B, and 10 Injury C crashes. Angle and left-turn crashes were
fatal crash and 6 left-turn crashes. 15 of the
dominant crash types. There were 17 angle crashes, including the
crashes involved WB vehicles.
fatal crash and 6 left-turn crashes. 15 of the crashes involved WB
vehicles. 4 of the 6 left-turn crashes involved FM 2855 vehicles. The crash pattern is similar to that of a typical rural
intersection. The majority of the crashes happened because of failure to yield by the EB and WB (stop-controlled)
vehicles.
6.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on
field review observations, local knowledge, and
intersection characteristics. Field observations,
recommended improvements, and planning-level
costs are provided as Table 6-1. Recommended
improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided
as Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4.

Morton Road @ FM 2855

Figure 6-2 – Collision Type
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Table 6-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
High-speed, uncontrolled approach; history of Install Intersection Collision Warning System
(ICWS) which dynamically alerts the
right-angled crashes; stop-controlled vehicles
uncontrolled approach of a vehicle at the stopfailing to yield right of way
controlled approach.
No intersection warning signs observed on SB Install advanced intersection warning signs on
approach of FM 2855
FM 2855
Limited existing lighting at intersection
Install safety lighting at intersection
Existing flashing beacon signal backplates are Add retroreflective backplates and increase
damaged; signals may sag below
height of flashing beacon signal heads
recommended minimum
History of right-angled crashes;
Add “Cross Traffic Does Not Stop” plaque to
stop signs on EB & WB approaches
No existing object markers on culverts
Add object markers to culverts on E and W
legs of intersection
Sight distance concern from EB stop bar
Move EB stop bar closer to edge of travel way
Sight distance concern from EB stop bar
Remove real estate signs on NW corner
Existing rumble strips on EB and WB
Replace/maintain existing rumble strips on EB
approaches are worn
and WB approaches
History of left-turn crashes (both same
Widen roadway to provide NB and SB
direction and opposite direction)
dedicated left-turn lanes
Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2

Time
Short

Code
124

Short

128

Short
Short

305
610

Short

A

Short

B

Short
Short
Short

C
D
E

Mid

519

$60,000
$470,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
6.3
Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 6-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $255,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is approximately
$2,165,000. For mid-term improvements a summary is provided as Table 6-3. Because the fatal crash involved an
angled crash which is not preventable with left-turn lanes, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs of
mid-term improvements is approximately $26,000 per year and the present value of project benefits over the service
life is approximately $221,000. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an
Appendix.

Applicable Improvement
· Install Advanced Warning
Signals

Applicable Improvement
· Add Left Turn Lanes

Morton Road @ FM 2855

Table 6-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
Preventable
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Crash IDs
K – 15901202
· 27% – Crash Reduction Factor
B – 15863146
· 10 Years – Service Life
B – 17288917
· 11,949 – Future TEV
· $1,300 – Annual Maintenance Cost
Table 6-3 – Improvement Benefits (Mid-Term)
Preventable
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Crash IDs
B – 15863146
· 25% – Crash Reduction Factor
· 10 Years – Service Life
· 11,949 – Future TEV
· $0 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$2,165,807
· Annual Savings:
$254,660

Benefit Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$26,000
· Annual Savings:
$221,117
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7 Morrison Road/FM 2855 @ FM 529
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Figure 7-1 – Existing Conditions
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Morrison Road/FM 28
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7.1
Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Morrison Rd/FM 2855 at FM 529 is a TWSC four-leg intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection
control includes stop signs on the NB and SB approaches of Morrison Rd/FM 2855. This intersection is the first northsouth stop-control within 3.5 miles. FM 529 is a two–lane asphalt roadway with shoulders, open ditch drainage, and
no sidewalks. At the intersection with Morrison Rd/FM 2855, FM 529 widens to include a dedicated WB left-turn
lane. The posted speed limit along FM 529 is 60 mph. Roadway conditions for FM 529 at the intersection are fair.
Pavement appears to be in adequate condition. Some wear is observable in the WB left-turn lane striping, median
striping on west leg, and edge line striping on the SE corner of the intersection.
Morrison Rd/FM 2855 is a two–lane asphalt roadway with open ditch drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders. South
of FM 529, the posted speed limit for FM 2855 is 60 mph. North of FM 529, the posted speed limit on Morrison Rd
is 30 mph. Conditions along Morrison Rd/FM 2855 are poor, with visible cracking in the pavement and faded striping.
There is an existing luminaire on the NE corner of the intersection. A stop ahead sign with flashing beacons and
transverse rumble strips was observed on the SB approach. A stop ahead sign was observed on the NB approach, but
no flashing beacon or transverse rumble strips were present to supplement it. No advanced warning signs were
observed on the EB or WB approaches. Nighttime field review indicated the stop sign and “cross traffic does not stop”
sign for the NB approach has poor retroreflectivity.
20 crashes are reported including 1 fatal crash involving
a WB left-turning vehicle. There were 13 angle, 3 rearend, and 2 left-turn crashes. 14 of the crashes involved
NB vehicles, the majority of which were angle crashes.
The crash pattern at this intersection is typical of a rural
intersection.

Figure 7-2 – Collision Type

7.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on
field review observations, local knowledge, and
intersection characteristics. Field observations, recommended improvements, and planning-level costs are provided
as Table 7-1. Recommended improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided as Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4.
Table 7-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
No flasher observed on NB intersection
Install flasher on existing NB intersection
warning sign
warning sign
No existing intersection warning signs
Install intersection warning signs on
observed for EB and WB approaches
uncontrolled EB and WB approaches
Limited intersection lighting observed on NE Install safety lighting at intersection
corner did not clearly illuminate intersection.
History of crashes reported under dark, not
lighted conditions.
Crash history reports EBT vehicles using
Stripe EB left-turn lane with RPMs
center lane to pass EB right-turning vehicles
Inadequate deceleration length for WB leftExtend WB left-turn lane
turn lane
Pattern of crashes involving NB vehicles or
Install additional stop ahead warning signs on
with contributing factors that could be
left side of NB and SB approaches ; install
mitigated with additional or more
additional (doubled up) stop sign left side of
conspicuous signage.
NB and SB approaches
NB approach stop sign observed to have
Replace existing NB and SB stop signs
poor retroreflectivity.
Observed worn pavement markings
Refresh striping for WB left-turn lane
Contributing factors of crash history suggest
mitigation with increased conspicuity of
intersection.
Morrison Road/FM 2855 @ FM 529

Install overhead flashing beacon

Time
Short

Code
124

Short

128

Short

305

Short

519

Short

520

Short

615

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C
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Table 7 1 – Recommended Improvements (Continued)
Observation
Improvement
Crash history and local knowledge indicate
Widen shoulder on west leg of intersection
EB vehicles are using existing striped median OR Construct an EB right-turn deceleration
to bypass vehicles slowing for an EB rightlane (cost of EB deceleration lane NOT
turn, leading to potential conflicts with
included in cost estimate)
vehicles queuing in the WB left-turn lane.
Observed turning beyond intended receiving
Increase radius on SW and SE corners OR
lane
widen northbound approach (widening not
included in cost estimate)
Observed turning beyond intended receiving
Extend culvert on SW corner
lane
TxDOT plans to widen FM 529
Consider future widening in placement of
flashing beacon signal poles, illumination, and
other short-term improvements
Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2

Time
Mid

Code
521

Mid

524

Mid

D

Long 3

E

$113,000
$192,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
3
FM 529 widening planned by others
7.3
Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 7-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $120,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is approximately
$835,000. For mid-term improvements a summary is provided as Table 7-3, the estimated annual savings in
preventable crash costs is approximately $185,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service
life is approximately $1,575,000. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an
Appendix.
Although the fatal crash was a head-on collision (typically not preventable with right-turn lanes), the collision occurred
because an eastbound through vehicle was using the center lane to bypass an eastbound right-turning vehicle.
Therefore, this crash was determined to be preventable by the proposed (mid-term) right turn lane.
HSIP-Approved
Improvement(s)
· Install Advanced
Intersection Warning
Signs
· Add Left Turn Lane

HSIP-Approved
Improvement(s)
· Add Right Turn Lane

Table 7-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 15749189
· 29% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
B – 16879305
· 8 Years – Service Life (avg.)
B – 17395731
· 10,106 – Future TEV
B – 17432770
· $0 – Annual Maintenance Cost (avg.)

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$834,202
· Annual Savings:
$119,600

Table 7-3 – Improvement Benefits (Mid-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
K – 15179505
· 25% – Crash Reduction Factor
· 10 Years – Service Life
· 10,722 – Future TEV
· $0 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$1,573,359
· Annual Savings:
$185,000

Morrison Road/FM 2855 @ FM 529
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8 Wilson Road/FM 529 @ FM 362
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8.1
Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Wilson Rd/FM 529 at FM 362 is a TWSC four-legged intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection
control includes stop signs on Wilson Rd/FM 529 enhanced by red single head flashers on mast arms. Yellow single
head flashers on mast arms are present to increase FM 362 driver awareness of the intersection. The intersection is
located in the center of the southern portion of horizontal reverse curves along FM 362.
FM 362 is a two–lane asphalt roadway with shoulders, open ditch drainage, and no sidewalks. At the intersection with
Wilson Rd/ FM 529, the NB approach widens to include a dedicated left-turn lane, a dedicated through lane, and a
dedicated right-turn lane and the SB approach widens to include a dedicated left-turn lane and a shared through-right
lane. The posted speed limit along FM 362 is 55 mph. Pavement and striping conditions are good. The curvature of
FM 362 creates sight distance issues for NB left-turning and WB left-turning vehicles.
Wilson Rd/FM 529 is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open ditch drainage and no sidewalk. West of FM 362, Wilson
Rd has no shoulders and a posted speed limit of 35 mph. East of FM 362, FM 529 has shoulders and a posted speed
limit of 60 mph. At the intersection, FM 529 widens to include a dedicated left-turn lane on the WB approach.
Pavement and striping conditions are good. Several developments are planned along Wilson Rd which will increase
traffic volumes at the intersection. A traffic signal was considered but is not expected to be warranted at this time.
Lighting is present at the intersection and corner radii appear to be adequate. Stop ahead signs with flashing beacons
and transverse rumble strips were observed on the EB and WB approaches. Both S-curve warning signs and
intersection ahead signs with flashing beacons were observed on the NB and SB approaches. During nighttime field
review the warning sign flashing beacons were not observed to be in operation. As they were observed to be flashing
during the day, it is possible that recent weather conditions did not provide sufficient sunlight to charge the battery for
nighttime operation.
Figure 8-2 – Collision Type
6 crashes are reported at the intersection including 1
Injury B, 1 Injury C, and 4 PDO crashes. 4 of these
crashes involved NB left-turn vehicles– 2 conflicting
with SB through and two EB stopped vehicles. The
remaining 2 crashes were angle crashes. Possible
contributing crash factors include the presence of a
curve through the intersection, sight distance, EB
vehicles not stopping at the stop bar, and incorrect
location of the stop bar on the west approach.
8.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the post-assessment meeting. Recommendations are based on field review
observations, local knowledge, and intersection characteristics. Field observations, recommended improvements, and
planning-level costs are provided as Table 8-1. Recommended improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided
as Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4.

Wilson Road/FM 529 @ FM 362
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Table 8-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
Significant curve along high-speed roadway;
Upgrade to LED-embedded flashing chevrons
existing chevrons are not LED-embedded
Due to horizontal alignment NBT vehicle path Add cat tracks to clarify NBT movement
may conflict with vehicles queuing for SBL
WB stop sign located close to travel way
Relocate WB stop sign

Time
Short

Code
136

Short

401

Short

A

Signal poles on NEC and NWC are located
close to travel way and poles appear damaged
Sight distance concerns for WBL

Install guardrail to prevent sideswipe or
relocate signal poles
Relocate signal cabinet and private signs

Short

B

Short

C

Future volumes may warrant a traffic signal

If warranted, install traffic signal. Consider
additional nearside signal heads for
southbound approach and how LEDembedded flashing chevrons may interfere
with signal indication (cost assumes existing
poles and cabinet cannot be salvaged)
Construct roundabout (Consider roundabout
only if traffic signal isn’t warranted and future
volumes/widening can be accommodated by
roundabout)
Consider future widening in placement of
traffic signal poles.
Corner clip to improve sight distance (sight
distance is a concern only if a traffic signal is
not warranted/installed)

Mid

107

Long

547

Long

D

Long

E

Modern roundabout configuration is
compatible with existing roadway alignment
and traffic volumes
TxDOT plans to widen FM 529
Sight distance concerns for WBL

Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2

$21,000
$420,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
3
Cost not estimated for long-term improvements (10+ year timeframe); FM 529 widening planned by others
8.3
Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. Summaries of
improvement benefits for short-, mid-, and long-term improvements are provided as Table 8-2. Further
documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an Appendix.
Table 8-2 – Improvement Benefits

Long-Term

Mid-Term

Short-Term

Time

Applicable
Improvement
· Install Traffic
Signal
· Install Cat Tracks
for NBT movement

Benefit Calculation Assumptions

Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 17151749

Benefit Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$251,411
· Annual Savings:
$40,671

·
·
·
·

40% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
7 Years – Service Life (avg.)
6,165 – Future TEV
$929 – Annual Maintenance Cost
(avg.)

· Install Traffic
Signal

·
·
·
·

35% – Crash Reduction Factor
10 Years – Service Life
8,285 – Future TEV
$3,900 – Annual Maintenance Cost

B – 17151749

· Safety Benefits:
$276,413
· Annual Savings:
$32,500

· Construct a
Roundabout

·
·
·
·

62% – Crash Reduction Factor
10 Years – Service Life
8,285 – Future TEV
$0 – Annual Maintenance Cost

B – 17151749

· Safety Benefits:
$548,399
· Annual Savings:
$64,480

Wilson Road/FM 529 @ FM 362
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9 Hegar Road @ Magnolia Road
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9.1
Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Hegar Rd at Magnolia Rd is a TWSC three-legged intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection
control includes a stop sign on the WB approach of Magnolia Rd. Both roadways have mild curves at the intersection.
Hegar Rd is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open drainage and no sidewalks or shoulders. The posted speed limit
along Hegar Rd is 45 mph. During the field review Hegar Rd had recently been overlaid with asphalt and new
pavement markings had not yet been installed. Asphalt overlay stopped at the edge of travel way of Hegar Rd.
Magnolia Rd is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders. At the intersection with
Hegar Rd, Magnolia Rd widens to include dedicated left-turn and dedicated right-turn lanes. The posted speed limit
for Magnolia Rd is 45 mph. Pavement markings were present but worn.
5 nighttime crashes were reported,
No roadway or intersection lighting was observed in the vicinity of the
including 4 single-vehicle crashes.
intersection. On the NB approach a reverse curve sign was observed but no
intersection warning sign was present. On the SB approach a reverse curve sign was mounted on the same pole as an
intersection warning sign. A stop ahead sign was present on the WB approach. Pavement conditions on the SEC were
observed to be poor. Visible tire patterns in the dirt outside the paved radius and field observation of NB right-turning
vehicle paths indicate the radius on the SEC may not be sufficient.
There are 7 reported crashes, all of which were low
severity injury or PDO crashes. 5 of these crashes were
single-vehicle (4 fixed objects and 1 overturn) crashes
involving vehicles from both roadways and all
approaches – 2 WB, 2 NB, and 1 SB. 5 crashes, including
4 single-vehicle crashes, occurred during nighttime.
Possible contributing factors include the presence of
curves, speeding, and WB approach driver failure to
recognize the presence of a T-intersection.

Figure 9-2 – Collision Type

9.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the ISA
team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on field review observations, local knowledge, and intersection
characteristics. Field observations, recommended improvements, and planning-level costs are provided as Table 9-1.
Recommended improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided as Figure 9-3.
Table 9-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
“Disregarding stop sign” and “driver
Add top-mounted flashers to existing “Stop
inattention” are reported as contributing
Ahead” sign on WB approach (include
factors
reflective stripes on sign post)
No NB intersection warning sign observed;
Install intersection warning sign on NB
double-mounted warning sign observed on SB approach; consolidate warning sign on SB
approach
approach (install W1-10d)
Pattern of right-angled crashes
Install stop on WB approach with topmounted flashers (include reflective stripes on
sign post)
Pattern of right-angled crashes
Install transverse rumble strips (two sets) on
WB approach
Stop bar located too far from travel way,
Move stop bar forward 15' (to be 20' from
inhibiting sight distance
travel way)
Pavement markings observed to be worn
Refresh pavement markings on WB Approach
Intersection pavement, particularly on SEC,
observed to be in poor condition

Intersection pavement markings, particularly
on SEC and WB approach, observed to be in
poor condition

Hegar Road @ Magnolia Road

Mill & overlay pavement on WB approach
within 150’ of intersection (recent overlay
along Hegar Road); extend base on SEC for
truck turning
Install Type 1-C RPMs along edgeline on WB
approach; stripe edgeline for NBR turning
vehicles

Time
Short

Code
122

Short

128

Short

145

Short

545

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C

Short

D
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Table 9-1 – Recommended Improvements (Continued)
Observation
Improvement
No object markers observed
Add object markers for pipe on east leg

Time
Short

Code
E

History of fixed object crashes

Short

F

Mid

305

Mid

G

No intersection lighting; pattern of darkcondition crashes
Contributing factors of crash history suggest
mitigation with increased conspicuity of
intersection

Install oversized “Double Arrow” warning
sign (W1-7T) opposite Magnolia Road with
three supplemental chevrons on each side of
sign
Install solar-powered intersection safety
lighting
Install overhead flashing beacon

Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2

$44,000
$107,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
9.3
Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 9-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $47,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is approximately
$250,000. For mid-term improvements a summary is provided as Table 9-3, the estimated annual savings in
preventable crash costs is approximately $13,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service
life is approximately $160,000. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an
Appendix.
Applicable Improvement
· Install Flashing Beacon on
Stop Ahead Sign
· Install Intersection
Warning Sign
· Add Edgeline Striping
· Install Transverse Rumble
Strips
Applicable Improvement
· Install Intersection Safety
Lighting

Hegar Road @ Magnolia Road

Table 9-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B
– 16300191
· 45% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
· 6.25 Years – Service Life (avg.)
· 6,243 – Future TEV
· $520 – Annual Maintenance Cost (avg.)

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$251,243
· Annual Savings:
$46,794

Table 9-3 – Improvement Benefits (Mid-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 16300191
· 13% – Crash Reduction Factor
· 15 Years – Service Life
· 8,086 – Future TEV
· $100 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$161,481
· Annual Savings:
$13,420
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10 Riley Road @ Stone Bridge Parkway
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10.1 Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Riley Rd at Stone Bridge Pkwy is a TWSC three-leg intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection
control includes a stop sign on the SB approach of Stone Bridge Pkwy. There is a horizontal curve immediately west
of the intersection and a vertical curve immediately east of the intersection. Riley Rd is a two-lane asphalt roadway
with open ditch drainage and no sidewalks or shoulders. At the intersection with Stone Bridge Pkwy, Riley Rd widens
to include a shoulder on the WB approach that operates as a WB right-turn lane. The posted speed limit on Riley Rd
is 40 mph. Pavement appears to be in good condition, with some cracking observed in the shoulder on the east
approach. Pavement markings are in good condition. Stone Bridge Pkwy is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open
ditch drainage and no sidewalks or shoulders. At the intersection with Riley Rd, Stone Bridge Pkwy widens to include
a median with a subdivision monument sign and landscaping. The posted speed limit on Stone Bridge Pkwy is 35 mph.
Pavement conditions appear to be good. No pavement markings were observed.
There is an existing luminaire on the south side of the intersection. The vertical curve immediately east of the
intersection causes sight distance concerns. During the field review it was noted that a vehicle approaching from the
east took approximately 6-7 seconds to reach the intersection after it became visible. An intersection warning sign
with flashing beacons and transverse rumble strips was observed on the WB approach. No intersection warning signs
were observed on the EB approach. There are no reported crashes at this intersection.
10.2 Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the ISA team during field reviews and refined at the post-assessment
meeting. Recommendations are based on field review observations, local knowledge, and intersection characteristics.
Field observations, recommended improvements, and planning-level costs are provided as Table 10-1.
Recommended improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided as Figure 10-2. Project benefits were not
calculated because there are no crashes reported at this intersection.
Table 10-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
No intersection warning sign observed on EB Add wayfinding signs for intersecting
approach
roadway on Riley Rd ahead of Stone Bridge
Pkwy
No intersection warning sign observed on EB Add advanced intersection warning sign for
approach
EB approach of Riley Rd
Existing luminaire on S side of intersection
Add intersection safety lighting
appeared to provide limited lighting
No pavement markings observed on Stone
Add stop bar pavement markings
Bridge Pkwy
Substandard size and post type for existing
Install 36” stop sign on breakaway post
stop sign
No “Double Arrow” sign present at
Install “Double Arrow” warning sign (W1intersection
7T) opposite Riley Road
Transverse rumble strips observed to be worn Replace transverse rumble strips on WB
approach
Tall grass may be contributing to sight
Mow ditch on northeast corner of intersection
distance concerns at stop bar
and trim trees along Riley Rd
No object markers on tree within median on
Add object marker to tree within median on
Stone Bridge Pkwy
Stone Bridge Pkwy
Speeding reported
Targeted enforcement of speed limit on Riley
Rd
Vertical curve is a sight distance obstruction
Flatten vertical curve to improve sight
distance
Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1

Time
Short

Code
101

Short

128

Short

305

Short

401

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C

Short

D

Short

E

Short

F

Long 2

505

$21,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Cost not estimated for long-term improvements (10+ year timeframe)

Riley Road @ Stone Bridge Parkway
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11 Hegar Road @ FM 1488
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11.1 Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Hegar Rd at FM 1488 is a TWSC four-leg intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Intersection control
includes stop signs on the NB and SB approaches of Hegar Rd. Between 2018 and 2019 the south approach was
realigned to eliminate a north-south offset. FM 1488 is a three-lane asphalt roadway with open ditch drainage,
shoulders, and no sidewalks. The posted speed limit on FM 1488 is 50 mph. Pavement and pavement markings
appeared to be in good condition. Hegar Rd/Bowler Rd is a two-lane asphalt roadway with roadside ditches and no
sidewalks. The posted speed limit on Hegar Rd/Bowler Rd is 45 mph. Pavement appeared to be in good to fair
condition with visible cracking on the SB approach. Pavement markings were in good condition.
Nighttime field review revealed lots of ambient lighting near the intersection
6 nighttime crashes were reported,
but no dedicated street or intersection lighting. Street name signs appeared
including 1 wrong-way crash.
too small to be perceived at the travel speed along FM 1488. The SB “Stop
Ahead” warning sign has poor retroreflectivity. The NB stop sign is offset horizontally because of the intersection
curb radius on the SEC making it difficult to see with the curvature of Hegar Rd and tree cover south of the intersection.
Although the exact construction date is not known, it seems 13 of 22 crashes happened after the northbound approach
realignment. The crash narrative focuses only on these 13 crashes. All 13 crashes were low severity injury and PDO
crashes with 8 angle, 2 left-turn, 1 single-vehicle fixed object, and 2 wrong way driving head-on crashes.
Almost half of the crashes involved NB vehicles resulting in angle crashes. There was 1 bicycle crash that happened
when an EB vehicle made a left turn and collided with a bicycle. 6 crashes, including one wrong-way crash, occurred
during dark hours.
Figure 11-2 – Collision Type

Hegar Road @ FM 1488

11.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on
field review observations, local knowledge, and
intersection characteristics. Field observations,
recommended improvements, and planning-level costs
are provided as Table 11-1. Recommended
improvements are annotated on an aerial and provided
as Figure 11-3 and Figure 11-4.
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Table 11-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
Street name signs appeared too small to be
Install wayfinding signs for Hegar Rd/
perceived at the travel speed
Bowler Rd on FM 1488
No dedicated roadway or intersection lighting; Install intersection safety lighting
pattern of dark-condition crashes
Almost half of the crashes involved NB
Restripe radius (with RPMs) on south leg to
vehicles
increase shoulder width
West leg striped as a two-way left-turn lane
Add striping for EB LTL
but operates as a dedicated left-turn lane
No object markers observed
Install object markers for culverts on NEC,
SWC, and SEC
Pattern of crashes with contributing factor of
Add street name sign and cross traffic does
failed to yield ROW and/or driver inattention
not stop plaque to SB stop sign
Pattern of crashes with contributing factor of
Add retroreflective tape to stop sign 4’ above
failed to yield ROW and/or driver inattention
road surface
RPMs observed to be broken
Replace centerline RPMs on SB approach
Stop sign located in radius, difficult to see
with tree cover and curvature of roadway.
Pattern of angle crashes; stop-controlled
intersection along high-speed roadway
Driveway spacing does not meet TxDOT
standard per access management manual
Pattern of angle crashes

Time
Short

Code
101

Short

305

Short

509

Short

519

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C

Short

D

Relocate NB stop sign to be located closer to
the roadside
Install intersection collision warning system

Short

E

Mid

124

Close driveway on east leg of intersection

Long 3

F

Consider roundabout

Long 3

547

Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 1

$27,000
$21,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
3
Cost not estimated for long-term improvements (10+ year timeframe)
11.3 Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 11-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $113,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is approximately
$1,130,000. For long-term improvements a summary is provided as Table 11-3, the estimated annual savings in
preventable crash costs is approximately $193,000 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service
life is approximately $1,645,000. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an
Appendix.
Table 11-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B
– 14912687
· Install Advanced Warning · 36% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
B
– 16471739
Signals and Signs
· 12.5 Years – Service Life (avg.)
B
– 17932965
(Intersection)
· 10,591 – Future TEV
· Safety Lighting at
· $580 – Annual Maintenance Cost (avg.)
Intersection
Applicable Improvement

Applicable Improvement
· Construct a Roundabout

Hegar Road @ FM 1488

Table 11-3 – Improvement Benefits (Long-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 14912687
· 62% – Crash Reduction Factor
B – 16471739
· 10 Years – Service Life
B – 17932965
· 9,836 – Future TEV
· $100 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$1,129,971
· Annual Savings:
$113,269

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$1,645,163
· Annual Savings:
$193,440
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12 Wyatt Chapel Road @ FM 1488
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12.1 Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Wyatt Chapel Rd at FM 1488 is a TWSC three-leg
intersection within unincorporated Waller County.
Intersection control includes a stop sign on the NB approach
of Wyatt Chapel Rd. The intersection sits between two
horizontal curves along FM 1488.
FM 1488 is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open drainage,
shoulders, and no sidewalks. The posted speed limit along
FM 1488 is 55 mph. Pavement conditions on FM 1488
appear to be good, with the exception of the SWC where the
subgrade has deteriorated. Pavement markings along
FM 1488 should be refreshed. Wyatt Chapel Rd is a two-lane
asphalt roadway with open drainage and no sidewalks or Photo 12-1 – Pavement Deterioration and Guard
Rail End Treatment on SEC
shoulders. The posted speed limit on Wyatt Chapel Rd is
45 mph. Pavement conditions on Wyatt Chapel Rd appear to be poor. Pavement markings on Wyatt Chapel Rd should
be refreshed and edge lines should be added, if possible.
No intersection or roadway lighting was observed in the vicinity of the intersection. A ditch is present immediately
west of the intersection with a box culvert structure and guard rails along FM 1488 on the north side of the intersection
and along the south side west of Wyatt Chapel Rd. The guard rail on the south side of FM 1488 ends before the
intersection radius and was no longer connected to the pavement due to pavement deterioration. Unlike the end
treatment on the north side of FM 1488, the end treatment on the south side of FM 1488 was a “Texas Twist” type
which does not meet current crashworthiness standards. No intersection warning signs were observed on the EB and
WB approaches of FM 1488. A stop ahead sign with flashing beacon and transverse rumble strips is present on the
NB approach of Wyatt Chapel Rd. Trees on the SWC create a sight distance concern.
There are 8 reported crashes, all of which were low severity injury or PDO crashes. 2 of these crashes were singlevehicle (one fixed object and one overturn) crashes. 6 crashes involved NB vehicles unable to control speed and failing
to stop. Possible contributing factors include the
Figure 12-2 – Collision Type
speeding, presence of curves, and NB drivers failing to
recognize the presence of a T-intersection.

12.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the
ISA team during field reviews and refined at the postassessment meeting. Recommendations are based on
field review observations, local knowledge, and
intersection characteristics. Field observations,
recommended improvements, and planning-level costs are provided as Table 12-1. Recommended improvements are
annotated on an aerial and provided as Figure 12-3.

Wyatt Chapel Road @ FM 1488
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Table 12-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
No intersection warning signs on FM 1488
Add intersection warning signs to EB and WB
approaches
Poor conditions of intersection pavement
Refresh intersection pavement markings
markings
Trees on SWC create a sight distance
Remove cottonwood tree on SWC; Trim oak
obstruction for vehicles at the NB stop bar
tree on SWC
NB stop bar too far from travel way
Move NB stop bar closer to FM 1488
Guard rail on SWC not connected to
pavement due to pavement deterioration; ends
before radius of Wyatt Chapel Rd
High EB RT volume on downgrade with poor
sight distance for following vehicles
Culverts were blocked by debris causing water
to run over the roadway leading to pavement
deterioration on the SWC
High EB RT volume on downgrade with poor
sight distance for following vehicles

Time
Short

Code
128

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C

Repair and extend guard rail on WB approach
to Wyatt Chapel Rd with standard end
treatment
Extend culvert and widen shoulder on EB
approach; improve radius on SWC to increase
EB right-turning speed
Clean out ditch/culvert and improve culvert to
include additional 4’x6’ Boxes

Short

D

Mid

524

Mid

E

Construct EB RT deceleration lane

Long

521

Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1
Total Cost of Mid-Term Improvements 2
Total Cost of Long-Term Improvements 2

$19,000
$177,000
$155,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
2
Includes 40% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
12.3 Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. Summaries of
improvement benefits for short- and long-term improvements are provided as Table 7-2 and Table 7-3. Further
documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an Appendix. Although the incapacity injury crash
involved only one motor vehicle (typically not preventable with right-turn lanes), the crash resulted in the vehicle
overturning which was determined to be preventable by providing a right-turn deceleration lane and improved radius.
Table 12-2 – Improvement Benefits (Short-Term)
Applicable Improvement
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 17040438
· Install Advanced Warning · 27% – Crash Reduction Factor
Signals
· 10 Years – Service Life
· 5,127 – Future TEV
· $1,300 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$227,756
· Annual Savings:
$26,780

Table 12-3 – Improvement Benefits (Long-Term)
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
B – 17005485
· 25% – Crash Reduction Factor
· 10 Years – Service Life
· 10,722 – Future TEV
· $0 – Annual Maintenance Cost

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$221,117
· Annual Savings:
$26,000

HSIP-Approved
Improvement(s)
· Add Right Turn Lane

Wyatt Chapel Road @ FM 1488
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13 Old Houston Highway @ Blinka Road
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Figure 13-1 – Existing Conditions
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Old Houston Highway
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13.1 Existing Conditions and Field Observations
Old Houston Hwy at Blinka Rd is a TWSC four-leg intersection within unincorporated Waller County. Directly north
of the adjacent railroad, US 290B intersects James Muse Pkwy with stop control on the NB and SB approaches.
Because intersections are in close proximity, they were analyzed together for purposes of this ISA. The south
intersection is formed by Old Houston Hwy at Blinka Rd with stop control on the NB approach of Blinka Rd and the
EB and WB approaches of Old Houston Hwy. A UPRR with approximately 2 trains a day runs parallel to the major
roadways between Old Houston Hwy and US 290B, which are separated by approximately 150’.
Old Houston Hwy is a two-lane asphalt roadway south of the UPRR with open drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders.
The posted speed limit for Old Houston Hwy is 45 mph. Pavement conditions for Old Houston Hwy at the intersection
are fair, with some cracking visible. Pavement markings are worn. No stop bar markings are present for the EB or WB
approaches. Blinka Rd is a two–lane asphalt roadway south of UPRR with open drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders.
The posted speed limit for Blinka Rd is 40 mph. Pavement conditions at the intersection are fair. North of the UPRR,
pavement markings appear to have been recently refreshed. South of the UPRR pavement markings are faded and
barely visible. Blinka Rd has a slight horizontal curve on the northbound approach intersecting Old Houston Hwy.
US 290B is a four-lane asphalt roadway north of the UPRR with open drainage and no sidewalk or shoulders. The
posted speed limit along US 290B is 55 mph. Roadway conditions are good, with pavement and striping generally in
good condition. James Muse Pkwy is a two-lane asphalt roadway with open ditch drainage and no sidewalk or
shoulders. The posted speed limit on James Muse Pkwy is 40 mph. Pavement conditions are fair, with some cracking
visible. A stop bar appears to have been recently striped closer to the edge of travel way, with an additional worn stop
bar striping still visible in line with the stop sign.
Roadway lighting along US 290B ends approximately 200’ west of the
Trucks stop on railroad tracks while
intersection but no lighting is provided at the intersection. Due to the
waiting at the NB approach.
limited distance between railroad and US 290B, trucks stop on railroad
tracks while waiting at the NB approach for gaps in traffic along US 290B. Street name signs on the NB and SB
approaches at the intersection of US 290B appeared to be too small to be perceived easily at the travel speed of
US 290B. A stop ahead sign with flashing beacon and transverse rumble strips is present on the SB approach of James
Muse Pkwy at US 290B. A railroad intersection warning sign is posted on the EB and WB approaches of US 290B.
Trees on the north side of US 290B, west of the intersection cause a sight distance obstruction from the SB stop bar
of James Muse Pkwy.
Stop ahead warning signs are posted for the NB, EB and WB approaches of Blinka Rd at Old Houston Hwy. The
warning sign for the NB approach appears to be posted unusually low, with a height above roadway of approximately
4’. An additional intersection warning sign is posted on the WB approach. The fence and utility poles on the SEC may
cause a sight distance obstruction from the WB stop bar of Old Houston Hwy.
There was a total of 17 crashes, including 2 Injury A crashes. All but 1 of these crashes happened at the intersection
of US 290B and James Muse Pkwy. These include 5 angle, 5 left-turn, and 3 rear-end crashes. There were also 2
animal crashes and one bicycle-related crash when a NB vehicle hit a bicyclist on the shoulder. All left-turn crashes
involved EB and WB vehicles along US 290B. The possible contributing factors include the absence of a left-turn
lane, the driver’s failure to recognize the presence of an intersection, speeding, etc. The crash reported at the
intersection of Old Houston Hwy and Blinka Rd was a PDO crash involving one vehicle going straight and one vehicle
backing up. The reported contributing factor noted driver inattention.
Figure 13-2 – Collision Type

Old Houston Highway @ Blinka Road

13.2
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements were generated by the ISA team
during field reviews and refined at the post-assessment meeting.
Recommendations are based on field review observations, local
knowledge, and intersection characteristics. Field observations,
recommended improvements, and planning-level costs are
provided as Table 13-1. Recommended improvements are
annotated on an aerial and provided as Figure 13-3.
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Table 13-1 – Recommended Improvements
Observation
Improvement
Failed to control speed is contributing factor
Install advanced wayfinding signage on US
of crashes
290B
High percentage of heavy vehicles
Add truck crossing warning sign (W11-10) at
EB and WB approaches of US 290B
Roadway lighting ends approximately 200’
Extend roadway lighting on US 290B to
west of the intersection
provide intersection safety lighting
Inadequate turning radii for trucks
Improve radii on all corners of Old Houston
Hwy at Blinka Rd
Trees obstruct sight distance from James
Trim trees on E leg of US 290B
Muse Pkwy SB stop bar
No object markers present
Add object markers to culverts on Blinka Rd/
James Muse Pkwy
Worn pavement markings
Refresh intersection pavement markings (stop
bars and centerline) at Old Houston Hwy @
Blinka Rd
Worn stop bars for railroad crossing
Refresh stop bars at railroad crossing and add
“Do Not Stop On Tracks” regulatory sign
(R8-8) for NB approach of Blinka Rd
Failed to yield ROW is contributing factor of
Install oversized stop sign with “Cross Traffic
crashes
Does Not Stop” plaque for NB Approach of
Blinka Rd at US 290B
At intersection with Old Houston Hwy, SB
Install “Traffic Does Not Stop” (W4-aP and
approach of Blinka Rd is uncontrolled and NB W4-aP series) plaque on stop signs at EB,
approach is stop-controlled
WB, and NB approaches

Time
Short

Code
101

Short

101

Short

305

Short

524

Short

A

Short

B

Short

C

Short

D

Short

E

Short

F

Total Cost of Short-Term Improvements 1

$42,000

Notes:
1
Includes 30% contingency for mobilization, traffic control, and general contingency
13.3 Improvement Benefits
Project benefits were determined based only on improvements with associated HSIP work codes. For short-term
improvements a summary is provided as Table 13-2, the estimated annual savings in preventable crash costs is
approximately $552,880 per year, and the present value of project benefits over the service life is
approximately$4,705,371. Further documentation of improvement benefits and costs are provided as an Appendix.
Applicable Improvement
· Install Warning/Guide
Signs
· Install Safety Lighting at
Intersection
· Improve Turning Radius

Table 13-2 – Improvement Benefits
Benefit Calculation Assumptions
Preventable
Crash IDs
A – 17821238
· 37% – Crash Reduction Factor (avg.)
A – 17903920
· 10.3 Years – Service Life (avg.)
· 3,138 – Future TEV
· $48 – Annual Maintenance Cost (avg.)

Old Houston Highway @ Blinka Road

Benefit
Summary
· Safety Benefits:
$4,705,371
· Annual Savings:
$552,880
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14Implementation Plan
14.1 Implementation Plan
ISA Process
As described in Section 2: Intersection Safety Assessment Process, Waller ISAs were conducted in accordance
with the FHWA’s eight-step process. Short-, mid-, and long-term safety improvements have been identified at ISA
locations. Next steps in the ISA process are provided as Table 14-1. This report, which briefly documents the ISA
process and recommendations of the ISA team, has been prepared for Waller County’s review (Step 6). If requested,
the project team will present ISA findings to Waller County to explain recommended improvements and receive
feedback from local representatives. If desired, Waller County can prepare a formal response (Step 7) to this report
to comment on ISA recommendations and implementation plan. Ultimately, Waller County may fund recommended
improvements as stand-alone safety projects or incorporate ISA findings into future projects (Step 8).
Step
6
7
8

Table 14-1 – ISA Process Next Steps
Milestone
Participants
Present assessment findings to Project Owner/Design Team.
Consultant Team
Project Owner/Design Team prepares formal response.
Waller County
Incorporate findings into the project when appropriate.
Waller County

Date
2/18/22
TBD
TBD

ISA Implementation
Implementation of ISA recommendations should be incorporated into Waller County’s ongoing efforts to improve
safety. Actions to implement ISA recommendations and improve intersection safety are provided as Table 14-2.

Where
Woods Rd @ US 90
Morton Rd
@ FM 2855
Morrison Rd/
FM 2855 @ FM 529
and
Wilson Rd/ FM 529
@ FM 362
Hegar Rd @
Magnolia Rd
Riley Rd @ Stone
Bridge Pkwy
Hegar Rd @
FM 1488 and
Wyatt Chapel Rd @
FM 1488
Old Houston Hwy
@ Blinka Rd
Countywide
Countywide

Implementation Plan

Table 14-2 – ISA Implementation Plan
What
Complete TIP application to improve intersection, relocate rail crossing, and
widen Woods Road between I-10 and US 90
Complete HSIP application to widen FM 2855 and install intersection collision
warning system
Coordinate with TxDOT to incorporate ISA recommendations into FM 529
schematic and discuss feasibility of constructing intersection safety
improvements prior to roadway widening.

Include signing and striping improvements into County-funded improvements to
Hegar Road. Alternatively, complete HSIP application for intersection safety
improvements.
County Transportation Department to fund low-cost, short-term intersection
improvements. Continue to monitor intersection crash history.
Coordinate with TxDOT to incorporate ISA recommendations into FM 1488
planning and schematic development. and discuss feasibility of constructing
intersection safety improvements prior to roadway widening. Alternatively,
complete HSIP application for intersection safety improvements (ICWS and
deceleration lane).
County Transportation Department to fund low-cost, short-term intersection
improvements.
Update Waller County design standards to include low-cost countermeasures
such as backplates with reflective borders
Conduct targeted enforcement along roadways with a history of excessive speed
such as Riley Road

When
Short
Short
Short

Short

Short
Short

Short
Short
Short
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LRSP Implementation
Waller County Local Road Safety Plan (LRSP) next steps, provided as Table 14-3, lists practical strategies for
reducing fatal and serious injury crashes countywide. Waller County intersection safety assessments advanced actions
identified in Waller County’s LRSP by field-verifying intersection conditions and conducting ISAs at new locations
(steps 1 and 4 below).
Table 14-3 – Waller County’s LRSP Next Steps
Next Step
Description
1. Verify and develop projects
Field-verify roadway information and LRSP countermeasures.
2. Schedule and budget projects
Bundle design and construction, based on proximity or countermeasure
similarity, to reduce project cost.
3. Improve data
Improve data collection and assessment efforts as a means of enhancing
future transportation safety efforts.
4. Conduct road safety audits
Consider performing road safety audits for location that are often reported
by public for unsafe attributes or near-miss crashes.
5. Engage partner agencies
Solicit participation from stakeholders who may also have access to
additional data that will support more accurate performance measurement.
6. Monitor performance closely
Assign responsibility for collecting and reporting performance
measurements.
7. Explore opportunities to
Identify performance measures that would prove helpful for decision
advance performance measures makers and program managers.
and targets
Regional Safety Strategies
In addition to improving intersection safety at study locations, this initial round of H-GAC ISAs serves as a pilot
program for the region. Per FHWA, “the best way to initiate the RSA process is to conduct one or more pilot projects
involving both selected professionals who will become the champions of RSAs and a small number of project
managers who can explore the ways in which it is possible to respond and react to audit reports.” In coming years, the
ISA process will be refined and tapered to the need of local agencies such that optimum safety performance can be
achieved. State and regional strategies to improve intersection safety are provided as Table 14-4.
Table 14-4 – State and Regional Strategies to Improve Intersection Safety
Strategy
· Consider alternative design strategies for improving intersection safety 1
· Improve pedestrian safety at intersections with high probability of crashes 1
· Increase driver awareness of intersections 1
· Conduct engineering safety audits of high frequency crash locations 2
· Implement appropriate low-cost safety countermeasures at high frequency crash
locations 2
Enforcement
· Reduce red light running 1
· Continue to expand Selective Traffic Enforcement Program grant 2
Education
· Develop educational campaigns incorporating data analysis to improve intersection
safety 1
· Launch Regional Safety Campaign focusing on intersection-related crashes 2
Encouragement/ · Promote implementation of FHWA’s Texas Intersection Safety Implementation Program
Empowerment
countermeasures where appropriate 2
Evaluation
· Improve data systems for identifying specific intersections and intersection types at high
probability for serious injury crashes 1
· Continue to evaluate crash data to monitor the magnitude, frequency, and location of
intersection crashes 2
Notes:
Source: Houston-Galveston Regional Safety Plan, Figure 51 and Figure 52
1
State SHSP Intersection Strategy
2
Regional Intersection Strategy
Tool
Engineering
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14.2 Funding Sources
Local and State Funding Sources
Funding sources for safety projects include local funds from taxes and bonds, regional funds such as H-GAC’s
transportation improvement program, and state funds such as TxDOT’s HSIP program. A brief description of
available funding sources is provided as Table 14-5.
Funding Source
Waller County CIP 1
Waller County
Transportation
Department 1
Developer-funded
Improvement
Projects 1

Developer-funded
Improvement
Projects (381
Agreements) 2

H-GAC TIP call for
projects 1

TxDOT Selective
Traffic Enforcement
Program (STEP)
Grants 3
TxDOT TA and
SRTS Program 3
National Safety
Council (NCS) Drug
Impairment Training
for Texas Employers
(DITTE) 3
TxDOT HSIP 4

NHTSA Highway
Safety Programs 4

Table 14-5 – Local and State Funding Sources
Description
Waller County maintains a multiyear Capital Projects Plan that includes mobility
projects funded primarily by bonds.
“Waller County plans to budget approximately $50 thousand annually from the county
funds to the Transportation Department for prioritizing and addressing the improvements
recommended in this plan over a 5-year period, with potential to commit another $30 to
$50 thousand from the County budget when available.” – from Waller County LRSP
“Waller County requires that land developers construct at least half or all of the roads
accessing new developments and provides them with design and construction
specifications. Waller County can add safety components or designs to these
specifications for private developers to further improve safety in the County.” – from
Waller County LRSP
Chapter 381 of the Local Government Code allows counties to provide incentives
encouraging developers to build in their jurisdictions. A county may administer and
develop a program to make loans and grants of public money to promote state or local
economic development and to stimulate, encourage and develop business location and
commercial activity in the county. The county also may develop and administer a
program for entering into a tax abatement agreement. This tool allows counties to
negotiate directly with developers and businesses.
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a fiscally constrained financial plan
of transportation projects approved to receive federal funding over the next four-years.
Locally sponsored projects compete for funding based on preestablished evaluation
criteria (including safety).
Funding for overtime activities by local law enforcement to reduce the incidences of
speeding, driving while intoxicated, failure to use occupant restraint systems,
intersection traffic control violations and enforcement of state and local ordinances on
cellular and texting devices.
TxDOT administers Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside (TA) and Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) Program funds for locally sponsored bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
projects in communities less than 200,000.
Four-hour program for Texas employers funded by a grant from TxDOT. Managers and
supervisors will learn 1) how to educate their employees on traffic safety, 2) how to
identify the signs and symptoms of impairment, and 3) how to develop or improve a
resource guide for drug policies, programs and practices within their organization.
Formulaic funds for safety related projects based on crash history. Formulaic funds
safety projects that are consistent with the State’s strategic highway safety plan (SHSP)
and that correct or improve a hazardous road location or feature or address a highway
safety problem.
Formulaic funds for programs for improving driver behavior and safety. These include
programs to reduce injuries and death from crashes, improve driver education, provide
proficiency testing and physical and driving examination, and improve pedestrian
performance and bicycle safety. In January 2022, NHTSA announced $260M in grant
funding for highway safety programs. 5
The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) offers grants to develop safety
improvements and encourage the expansion and upgrade of passenger and freight rail
infrastructure and services.

Federal Railroad
Administration
grants 5
Source:
1
Local or regional funding source
2
Texas Comptroller Economic Development Agreements
3
Texas Strategic Highway Safety Plan, Programs and Projects
4
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act Eligible Activities (formulaic federal funds administered by the state)
5
Federal Railroad Administration competitive discretionary grant programs
Implementation Plan
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Federal Funding Sources
On November 15, 2021, the Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act (IIJA) was signed into law which provides
$973 billion over five years from FY 2022 through FY
2026, including $550 billion in new investments. IIJA
reauthorized and increased funding to legacy
nationwide transportation programs, while also funding
new and innovative infrastructure programs.
Ultimately, the IIJA will fund improvements to
transportation systems ($284 billion), energy
systems, broadband networks, water and wastewater
systems, environmental programs, and resiliency.

Figure 14-1 – IIJA Transportation Funding Categories

As shown in Figure 13-1, the IIJA provides a total of
$284B above baseline (additional funds) toward all
modes of transportation for roads & bridges, rail, transit,
safety ($11 billion), and others4. Waller County can access IIJA transportation funds through competitive grants,
suballocations based on population (such as STBG), and federal formulas (such as HSIP). Competitive federal grant
programs, such as RAISE and INFRA, with additional funds are provided as Table 14-6.
Funding Source
Rebuilding American
Infrastructure with
Sustainability and
Equity (RAISE) grant

Infrastructure for
Rebuilding America
(INFRA) grant
Consolidated Rail
Infrastructure and
Safety Improvement
(CRISI) Program
Railroad Crossing
Elimination Program

FMCSA Motor
Carrier Safety
Assistance Program
Safe Streets and
Roads for All
Program
Crash Data / State
Electronic Data
Collection Program
Wildlife Crossing
Pilot Program
Immobilization Grant
Program
Stopping Threats on
Pedestrians

4

Table 14-6 – Competitive Federal Grant Programs
Description
The RAISE grant program (previously known as BUILD and TIGER grants) funds
projects which: (1) support transportation projects that focus on creating good-paying
jobs, improving safety, applying transformative technology, and explicitly addressing
climate change and advancing racial equity; (2) build, repair, rebuild, and revitalize
freight and passenger transportation networks; and/or (3) improve access to reliable, safe,
and affordable transportation
The INFRA grant program funds projects which improve the safety, efficiency, and
reliability of the movement of freight and people in and across rural and urban areas
(emphasis on freight-related projects).
Deployment of railroad safety technology, capital projects that address congestion
challenges, facilitate ridership growth, and increase multimodal connections, railway and
roadway safety improvements such as signals and barriers, safety programs, corridor
service development plans, and workforce development activities.
Highway-rail and pathway-rail grade crossing improvement projects involving grade
separation or closure, providing track relocation, improving or installing protective
devices and signals, and improving the safety and mobility of people and goods at
highway-rail grade crossings.
Projects to mitigate crashes and hazardous materials incidents involving commercial
motor vehicles (CMVs).
Developing “Vision Zero” action plans and other improvements to reduce crashes and
fatalities, especially for cyclists and pedestrians.
Modernize data collection systems to enable them to more efficiently share data with the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Projects that seek to achieve a reduction in the number of wildlife-vehicle collisions, or
those that improve habitat connectivity.
For the immobilization or impoundment of passenger-carrying commercial motor
vehicles that are determined to be unsafe or fail inspection.
Bollard installation projects designed to prevent pedestrian injuries and acts of terrorism
in areas used by large numbers of pedestrians.

IIJA transportation funding categories figure and amounts are sourced from NACo
Implementation Plan
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14.3 Systemic Approach
The systematic approach, which differs
Waller ISAs employed a traditional approach to safety assessments
from the traditional (ISA) approach, should
which included a network screening to identify high-crash locations,
be implemented to supplement ISAs.
site-specific crash data analysis, and field reviews which led to
short-, mid- and long-term recommendations. To supplement implementation of ISA recommendations, Waller
County should continue to systemically implement low-cost countermeasures at rural intersections to improve safety
countywide (building on previously implemented LRSP recommendations).
In short, a systemic approach implements safety improvements systemwide based on crash types (such as right-angled
crashes) or facility characteristics (such as rural, high-speed facilities) which account for a disproportionate amount
of fatal and injury crashes. At the state-level, TxDOT has determined overrepresented crash types and facilities and
approved specific countermeasures for systemic implementation. HSIP-approved systemic countermeasures at rural
intersections are provided as Table 14-7. Descriptions of the systemic approach to safety are provided by FHWA
(Figure 14-2) and TxDOT (Figure 14-3) in boxes below.
Table 14-7 – HSIP-Approved Systemic Countermeasures (Intersection-Related)
Overrepresented
Rural
Intersection

Countermeasure

Work Code

Install Warning/Guide Signs, Install Pavement Markings, Transverse Rumble
Strips, Install Advanced Warning Signs (Intersection), Flashing or LEDembedded Stop Signs, Install Advanced Warning Signals and Signs
(Intersection), Safety Lighting at Intersection, Add Right Turn Lane, Add Left
Turn Lane, Install Continuous Turn Lane, Close Crossover

101, 401, 545,
128, 145, 124,
305, 521, 519,
518, 516

Figure 14-2 – FHWA Description of the Systemic Approach to Safety
The systematic approach is the reverse of the conventional highway safety improvement program approach.
The conventional approach starts with the identification of high-crash intersections and then selects
countermeasures to impact crash patterns at the intersections. The systematic approach starts with defining a set
of specific low-cost countermeasures and searches the crash data base to identify intersections where they can be
deployed.
Source: FHWA-SA-09-020, Low-Cost Safety Enhancements for Stop-Controlled and Signalized Intersections
Figure 14-3 – TxDOT Description of the Systemic Approach to Safety
A systemic approach involves widely implementing improvements based on high-risk roadway features correlated
with specific severe crash types. This approach provides a more comprehensive method for safety planning and
implementation. It is an approach that broadens traffic safety efforts by considering risk and crash history when
identifying where to make low-cost safety improvements. A systemic approach helps to identify sites for potential
safety improvements that typically would not be identified using a traditional site analysis approach.
· Identifies a “problem” based on systemwide data, such as a rural lane departure crashes, urban pedestrian
crashes, or rural unsignalized intersection crashes. These crashes are often spread across the network with few
or no locations experiencing a “cluster” of crashes during a given period of 3-5 years, but which still present
a safety risk to the travelling public.
· Looks for characteristics (i.e. geometry, volume, or location) frequently present in severe crashes. These
characteristics are referred to as risk factors.
· Focuses on promptly deploying one or more low-cost countermeasure to address the underlying circumstance
contributing to crashes on most roads sharing a set of risk factors. By addressing crash types experiencing low
densities (crashes per intersection or mile) but high aggregate numbers, program funds can be dedicated
toward low-cost solutions deployed across the system, affecting many locations.
· Identifies and prioritizes locations across the roadway network for implementation. Systemic projects should
be widely implemented across the system. Projects should be along a roadway corridor/segment or at multiple
locations throughout a region.
Source: TxDOT HSIP guidance (year 2021)
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